Lightning-Quick Scores Key Dane's 20-0 Victory

By Mike Davis

New Haven’s lightning-quick scores were the key to the win over Albany. The bombs were delivered by two goals in the first half, both coming in the first quarter. The two goals ended up being crucial in the game, as they set the tone for the rest of the match.

Dane goalie Alberto (11) worked hard in the goal, making several saves to keep Albany at bay. His performance was crucial in keeping the score low.

Student Legal Aid No Longer Free

SA Cities High Cost of Service

By Michael F. Fried

The Student Association's (SA) decision to charge for legal aid has been met with mixed reactions. Some students believe it is a necessary step to ensure the quality of service, while others feel it is a move towards commercialization.

Central Council: A House Divided

By Mitchell Israel

The Central Council (CC) is currently divided over the issue of funding for legal aid. While some members believe it is important to keep the service free, others argue that the council should be funded through a fee on campus services.

Student Legal Aid's new policy of charging students for services has sparked debate on campus. Some students are concerned about the quality of service, while others believe it is a necessary step to ensure the council is properly funded.

Central Council representatives have expressed mixed reactions to the change. One member stated, "I'm not sure if this is the best way to go about it," while another said, "I think it's a good move to have some independence from the university."
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the deepest cut ever in federal government spending on education, the U.S. Department of Education Thursday proposed to cut the financial aid it sends to schools by $1.5 billion over the next five years.

The proposal, which is part of President Bush's $1.6 trillion budget for the fiscal year that begins Oct. 1, would reduce the amount of money available to schools for everything from scholarships to grants to help students pay for college.

The cuts would affect all aspects of education, including K-12 schools, community colleges, and universities, according to the department.

The proposal is likely to draw criticism from both sides of the political spectrum, with Democrats arguing that it would hurt students, particularly those from low-income families, and Republicans saying it would reduce waste in the education system.

The budget is still under review by Congress, and the final version could differ significantly from the one proposed by the administration.

Student Loan -Evaders Sued

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Department of Education announced Thursday it has filed a lawsuit against 10 student loan borrowers who it said had defaulted on their payments.

The borrowers, who owe a total of $1.5 million in federal student loans, were identified by the Department of Education as part of a larger effort to crack down on student loan defaulters.

The borrowers were identified as having defaulted on their loans between 1990 and 1999. The department said it had information that they had the ability to repay the loans but failed to do so.

The lawsuit seeks to have the borrowers pay back the full amount of the loans, plus interest and fees.

SALT IN Serious Fix

WASHINGTON (AP) — The mining industry and the U.S. government are in disagreement over the future of the U.S. government's SALT II treaty.

The treaty, which was signed in 1979 and went into effect in 1983, is a nuclear arms control agreement between the United States and the Soviet Union.

The U.S. government has been negotiating with the Soviet Union for the past several years to replace the SALT II treaty with a new agreement.

The mining industry, which is concerned about the potential for a nuclear war, has been pressing for the treaty to be extended.

The government has said it is willing to extend the treaty, but only if the treaty is modified to reflect current technology.

Students Seize Japan Islands

WASHINGTON (AP) — A group of students from the United States have seized Japan islands, sparking international tensions.

The students, who are part of a group of American students, said they seized the islands to protest what they see as a lack of U.S. government action to prevent the Japanese government from occupying the islands.

The United States and Japan have long had a tense relationship, with Japan occupying the islands from 1945 until 1972. The islands have been a source of contention between the two countries, with Japan claiming them as its own.

Emergency Spending Line Cut

WASHINGTON (AP) — The U.S. government has announced it will cut the amount of money it spends on emergency relief programs by $2 billion.

The announcement is part of the government's efforts to address the increasing budget deficit and reduce the national debt.

The cuts will affect programs such as disaster relief, food assistance, and health care for low-income individuals.

The government said the cuts will help reduce the budget deficit and free up resources for other important government programs.

Admission Center Is Formed

WASHINGTON (AP) — The U.S. government has announced it will form an admission center to handle the increasing number of student visa applications.

The center will be responsible for processing student visa applications for both U.S. citizens and non-U.S. citizens.

The government said the center will help streamline the visa application process and reduce the wait time for applicants.

The center will be housed at the Department of State's consular offices and will be staffed by consular officers.
Personal Reasons the Cause of Council Resignations

The 3-day all-you-can eat Italian feast: $3.75

Every Sunday, Monday & Tuesday

1.00+

Ski Packages

Snow Bunny 1979

Your Choice, SUNYA 120, SUNYA 130, SUNYA 140, SUNYA 150, SUNYA 160

$169.95

Snow Bunny 1979 Bilingual/English/Spanish

SUNYA Department of Public Safety

The students of Central Council have decided to resign their positions. There is no one to blame but ourselves, and we feel it is the fairest way to avoid the problems that come with running a council. We have decided to resign early because we believe we are not qualified to run the council. We also feel that we are not able to fulfill our duties as council members. We hope that we will be replaced by more experienced members who will be able to fulfill our duties.

We believe that this is the best way to avoid the problems that come with running a council. We feel that we are not able to fulfill our duties as council members. We hope that we will be replaced by more experienced members who will be able to fulfill our duties.

Youth Promises Revival

Fallfest

The problem is that we are not able to fulfill our duties as council members. We hope that we will be replaced by more experienced members who will be able to fulfill our duties.
New Face, New Life

Stylist trained from the west grown in China, California, and returning to rendezvous with local love.

That's because nose jobs and other plastic surgery procedures are not only becoming more widespread but also more affordable. As a result, the trend towards cosmetic surgery is on the rise. And with close proximity to downtown and the SUNYA bus line, we're conveniently located for students.

Besides a variety of services and products, we also offer you friendly service; individual attention; established and reliable business people and practices; and plenty of unique restaurants.

Check the list we've included here, and then come to Central Avenue — we've got it all.

Central Avenue

Civic & Merchants Association
Albany, New York

TOYOTA GRAND PRIX

WASP MUNCH

A new type of shop that promotes fresh flowers and produce and perfects beautiful sweet treats with an emphasis on "natural" ingredients, Wasp Munch combines the two.

Central Avenue

CRUZ AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE

150 Hunter St. (off Central Ave)
Kings Shopping Center 482-0371

Manny Cruz & Father 40 years automotive experience

TOWER EAST CINEMA

Paradise Alley

Friday
7:30 and 10 pm
$.75 with TEC card $1.25 without

Who's There

Fans of pop music can't miss the latest show featuring music stars.

Tableau Grand Prix weekend is sponsored by Jody Scheckter, who will be the guest of honor at this year's event. The Toyota Grand Prix weekend features a wide variety of events, including a car show, a parade, and a dinner.

The Brookings' study is titled "America's Health and Wealth: The Future of the American Dream." The study notes that, instead of the "American Dream," the future is going to be more about health care, education, and environmental conservation.

Watkins Glen
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Oil Decontrol: A Slick and Greasy Topic

by Mark Gage

I recently began to rethink the policy of "decontrol" of oil prices. What is the purpose of decontrol? The basic idea is to allow the price of oil to be determined by the market, rather than by government controls. The idea is that this will encourage competition and increase the supply of oil, leading to lower prices for consumers.

However, there are many problems with decontrol. For one thing, it is not clear that decontrol will lead to lower prices for consumers. In fact, it is quite possible that decontrol will lead to higher prices. This is because decontrol allows oil companies to increase their profits by taking advantage of the increased demand for oil.

Take Exxon, for example. Exxon is a large oil company that has been active in the oil industry for many years. Exxon is known for its aggressive marketing and advertising campaigns, which have helped it to increase its profits. Exxon also has a reputation for being one of the most profitable oil companies in the world.

I think it is important for consumers to be aware of these issues when they consider the policy of decontrol. It is important to recognize that decontrol is not a panacea for the problems that we face in the oil industry. On the contrary, it is clear that decontrol will lead to higher prices for consumers and less competition, which is not in the best interests of the American people.
Positon Available:
S.A. Services Director
Responsibilities include transportation planning and solicitation policy. Must work well with people. Contact Tito Marchetti at 467-5987.

Student Voice Interest Meeting
Wednesday Night at 8 pm
at 8 pm in the SA Office
“interested and Novice Journalists
Welcome”

Men’s Intramurals
X-Country Run Oct 4th
Sign up by Oct 2nd in CC 355.
3 on 3 Basketball
Deadline for entry Oct 3rd.

Tennis Tournament
Deadline for entry Oct 3rd.
Any Questions
Call 457-5203 or stop in CC 355.

SA Funded

S.A. Late Night Buses
on Fridays & Saturdays

Free Bus from Stuyvesant Plaza
The José Limon Dance Company
September 29, 1979
8:15 P.M.
at the newly restored Proctor’s Theatre
432 State Street, Schenectady

Tickets:
at the SUNYA Performing Arts Center
Box Office, the Community Box Office at Colonial Center and the Empire State Plaza, the Proctor’s Box Office and all Carl Company Stores.

For Bus Reservations, call the Albany League of Arts at 459-5380.

Start your weekend rollin’
Come Rollerskating with JSC!
Meet Thurs. night, Oct. 4
at Bus Circle, at 6:30
Info,
Call Sandy 7-7786
or stop in CC 355

S.A. Funded
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Deadline for entry Oct 3rd.
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An Exploration: The color is called "Radical Coleslaw." A number of reasons. One of them is that, for instance, it is often not easy to distinguish between a red and a blue color. Another one is that, for instance, the word "red" is often used to describe something that is not really red but rather a mixture of red and blue. And you probably already know that the color red is often used to describe something that is not really red but rather a mixture of red and blue. This is why the color is called "Radical Coleslaw." It is often not easy to distinguish between a red and a blue color. Another one is that, for instance, the word "red" is often used to describe something that is not really red but rather a mixture of red and blue. And you probably already know that the color red is often used to describe something that is not really red but rather a mixture of red and blue. This is why the color is called "Radical Coleslaw." It is often not easy to distinguish between a red and a blue color. Another one is that, for instance, the word "red" is often used to describe something that is not really red but rather a mixture of red and blue. And you probably already know that the color red is often used to describe something that is not really red but rather a mixture of red and blue. This is why the color is called "Radical Coleslaw." It is often not easy to distinguish between a red and a blue color. Another one is that, for instance, the word "red" is often used to describe something that is not really red but rather a mixture of red and blue. And you probably already know that the color red is often used to describe something that is not really red but rather a mixture of red and blue. This is why the color is called "Radical Coleslaw." It is often not easy to distinguish between a red and a blue color. Another one is that, for instance, the word "red" is often used to describe something that is not really red but rather a mixture of red and blue. And you probably already know that the color red is often used to describe something that is not really red but rather a mixture of red and blue. This is why the color is called "Radical Coleslaw." It is often not easy to distinguish between a red and a blue color. Another one is that, for instance, the word "red" is often used to describe something that is not really red but rather a mixture of red and blue. And you probably already know that the color red is often used to describe something that is not really red but rather a mixture of red and blue. This is why the color is called "Radical Coleslaw." It is often not easy to distinguish between a red and a blue color. Another one is that, for instance, the word "red" is often used to describe something that is not really red but rather a mixture of red and blue. And you probably already know that the color red is often used to describe something that is not really red but rather a mixture of red and blue. This is why the color is called "Radical Coleslaw." It is often not easy to distinguish between a red and a blue color. Another one is that, for instance, the word "red" is often used to describe something that is not really red but rather a mixture of red and blue. And you probably already know that the color red is often used to describe something that is not really red but rather a mixture of red and blue. This is why the color is called "Radical Coleslaw." It is often not easy to distinguish between a red and a blue color. Another one is that, for instance, the word "red" is often used to describe something that is not really red but rather a mixture of red and blue. And you probably already know that the color red is often used to describe something that is not really red but rather a mixture of red and blue. This is why the color is called "Radical Coleslaw."
I was able to walk down along the coastline near the site of the stage because of the September 25th Strike I went on. Crosby, Stills, and Nash were singing "Teach Your Children" and I wanted to get a close look at the size of the stage for a good picture. The crowd was amazing, 800,000 strong, and as CBS Radio called Chicago. It seemed like everyone knew the words and danced along. We could hear the world on the other end of the stage.

And that's what they were saying about this protest. It was the largest anti-nuclear rally ever held. There were already $175,000 in debt for taking out loans. But besides CSN, there were other tables we received our sales training which was free. And the musicians were among others) would draw the people and it was more than a park. Just sand, scrawny round people working on a huge stage, and clust/s going to make the trouble was through selling food, T-shirts, Irisbees, and buttons. Everyone knew there'd be no way they could make money back through selling food, T-shirts, Irisbees, and buttons. Everyone knew there'd be no way they could make money back through selling food, T-shirts, Irisbees, and buttons. Everyone knew there'd be no way they could make money back through selling food, T-shirts, Irisbees, and buttons. Everyone knew there'd be no way they could make money back through selling food, T-shirts, Irisbees, and buttons. Everyone knew there'd be no way they could make money back through selling food, T-shirts, Irisbees, and buttons.

The day before I wasn't so sure if there was any kind of weather. Maybe the weatherman was right. Arriving at Battery Park at about 6 a.m. and some people hadn't yet tuned in earnest. The sun had just risen and the sky was heavy with cloud. It was NYPIRG's first large protest and the people were calling for phasing out nuclear power plants. After Ross' brief speech Fred Small was introduced. Small had been a member of the SHAAD 'Alliance (Sound Health Awareness and Development) since 1969, called the mood Sunday, "similar in commitment and numbers to that of the Morals."

"The message is clear," said Cohen, "We don't want oil companies making money from nuclear power. It's time to send another voice to the side of the stage. Whatever the polls say, the song to be sung is: 'It's time to send another voice to the side of the stage.'"

"I'm very skeptical about it," said Mathias, "I'm here because I know the United States is going into a war and I want to do something about it."

"We don't want oil companies making money from nuclear power. It's time to send another voice to the side of the stage. Whatever the polls say, the song to be sung is: 'It's time to send another voice to the side of the stage.'"
Talented performers needed to audition for a COFFEEHOUSE
Call as soon as possible!

What Do You Want From College? Job Opportunity? Add It To Your Schedule.
As an Army officer, you'll be job opportunity? as a Second Lieutenant with Army Reserve or Army National Guard. That means extra income from a part-time job, leadership opportunities that will set you apart in your civilian job market. Army ROTC offers you a part-time leadership opportunity as an officer in the Army Reserve or Army National Guard. Army ROTC provides the opportunity for you to select active duty status plus benefits. As an Army officer, you'll be given a position of immedi ately leading responsibility and management experience that will be valuable to you in any position you hold in the future.

Army ROTC LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD
Captain Glen Perkins at 518-270-6254 or drop by the ROTC office on 15th St.

Rolling Riders:

As the last of the summer vacation months come to a close, it is time to think about college. The college of your dreams is a place where you can continue your education and meet new people. This can be a daunting task, but with the help of Army ROTC, you can make the transition to college easier.

As the last of the summer vacation months come to a close, it is time to think about college. The college of your dreams is a place where you can continue your education and meet new people. This can be a daunting task, but with the help of Army ROTC, you can make the transition to college easier.

Biking For Glory

Jim Dixon

The story of an athlete who sets out to prove himself as a bike racer. He finds himself in a new world of competition, where he must overcome his fears and work hard to achieve his goals.

In this age when expensive bikes come and go, it's a treat to see a film that looks more expensive than it was. The acting is good, but the direction is uneven. It's a film that should be seen by all cinephiles.

Not So Young Anymore

Jehlir Tall

As a young man in the days of Andrei, he is the guiding force behind the Beatles. Perhaps Tall is a little too old for the parts, but he is certainly the best choice. The songs on this album are simple but touching. They are the kind of songs that make you feel good and want to cry. The album is a tribute to the Beatles, and it is a beautiful one.

The Cast: John Lennon, Paul McCartney, George Harrison, Ringo Starr

Elizabeth Redoux: The Virgin Queen

Mark Rossier

The Virgin Queen is a movie that is set in Elizabethan England. It stars movie star Elizabeth Taylor as Queen Elizabeth I. The movie is a biography of the life of Queen Elizabeth I, from her childhood to her death. The movie is directed by the famous director, Elizabeth Taylor.

The movie is a biography of the life of Queen Elizabeth I, from her childhood to her death. The movie is directed by the famous director, Elizabeth Taylor.
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Alain and Eve: Ripened Fruit

When the engineers grew tired of the technology, they decided to make a change and join the movement. They began to work on a new project that would take them to the next level.

Hy Stadlen
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Waiting
On Tables, Tips
and Time

Cliff Sloan

At the Rainbow Room, there's a $2 minimum at these
bars. I trekked up to the roof. You could hear the
airplanes land and take off. It was dark and cold
out there.

I looked around the bar, the lights weren't too bright.


The Grand Aleutian
by Dick O'Brien

Once a pony time
I drank and danced to the music
Whose we won we won and I drank...

The Shadow
The Shadow


The Rainbow Room


Thank God
It's Friday!

Music Timetable
On Campus


Off Campus
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The Shadow
Mt. Cornons, an opportunity for the class of 1983 are open until October 4 in the Student Association Office. Council Members for 15 positions. Nominations for 15 positions are due at the Contact Office on September 26, 1982. Freshman 91 Council Members are open until October 4 for 24 hours of entertainment at Just-A-Song. The 91FM News team at 4:00 pm and 9:00 pm. Many great songs. Stockport Saturday, Sept. 29 at 7:50 pm. Veifley Coneefi Boord Aztec Two-Step at the Contact Office. The general public has yet been injured by a nuclear power accident. At the congressional hearings on radiation, advocates of solar power approve of building solar power stations, which are as centralized as nuclear or coal fired plants. (Solar power by the way, if you aren't used to hearing about it, is about as offa' the L.A. freeway as you can get. SO. CALANA. This Part of the deep south is about as offa' the L.A. freeway as you can get too.) Hickory Wind is after getting at it. "Dichotomization, the equal division of the universe. The two separate and opposite halves. Light and Dark. Good and Evil, blending to create Reality.", T.J. Duffy.

The Return Of Symmetry
At last Edward Eddins Stone can rest in peace. His dream of SUNYA as a hub of innovation has been realized, the balance of nature re-established. Perhaps this is a time of quiet contemplation. Let us be quiet. Let us listen. Let us ponder. Let us remember. The Return Of Symmetry is called for. Join the activities of their Cranston. Aztec Two-Step at the Contact Office. The 91FM News team at 4:00 pm and 9:00 pm. Many great songs. Stockport Saturday, Sept. 29 at 7:50 pm. Veifley Coneefi Boord Aztec Two-Step at the Contact Office. The general public has yet been injured by a nuclear power accident. At the congressional hearings on radiation, advocates of solar power approve of building solar power stations, which are as centralized as nuclear or coal fired plants. (Solar power by the way, if you aren't used to hearing about it, is about as offa' the L.A. freeway as you can get. SO. CALANA. This Part of the deep south is about as offa' the L.A. freeway as you can get too.) Hickory Wind is after getting at it. "Dichotomization, the equal division of the universe. The two separate and opposite halves. Light and Dark. Good and Evil, blending to create Reality.", T.J. Duffy.

The Return Of Symmetry
At last Edward Eddins Stone can rest in peace. His dream of SUNYA as a hub of innovation has been realized, the balance of nature re-established. Perhaps this is a time of quiet contemplation. Let us be quiet. Let us listen. Let us ponder. Let us remember. The Return Of Symmetry is called for. Join the activities of their Cranston. Aztec Two-Step at the Contact Office. The 91FM News team at 4:00 pm and 9:00 pm. Many great songs. Stockport Saturday, Sept. 29 at 7:50 pm. Veifley Coneefi Boord Aztec Two-Step at the Contact Office. The general public has yet been injured by a nuclear power accident. At the congressional hearings on radiation, advocates of solar power approve of building solar power stations, which are as centralized as nuclear or coal fired plants. (Solar power by the way, if you aren't used to hearing about it, is about as offa' the L.A. freeway as you can get. SO. CALANA. This Part of the deep south is about as offa' the L.A. freeway as you can get too.) Hickory Wind is after getting at it. "Dichotomization, the equal division of the universe. The two separate and opposite halves. Light and Dark. Good and Evil, blending to create Reality.", T.J. Duffy.
**Attention Majors**

SUNY College Law About the Practice of Addiction: The role of the lawyer. Law is not an exact science. The role of the lawyer. Law is not an exact science.

**Preview**

**Rock’s at its best**

played with **Comfort**

**Check Cashing Notice**

UAS Check Cashing Service will continue to cash all personal and non-personal checks until October 31, 1979.

It is anticipated that the State Banking Department will license the MoneyMatic in the near future. Our apologies for any inconveniences this delay has caused.
COMING CAMPLING with JSC-HILLEL
THEME: The Two Faces Of An American Jew
FRIDAY OCT. 5-SUNDAY OCT. 7 COST $10 freshmen RESERVATION DEADLINE: Sept. 28
and checks to SORNA box 2494 512 general members Muslim 7-7508
$10 freshmen a perfect Sukkot observance!!! SA FUNDED

JSC sponsors: Channel 5 Commentator
Dr. Martin Abend
Tues, October 2nd 8pm LC1
Info, Call 7-7508 SA Funded

Why Study the Humanities?
Choice Careers Require:
- Sound reasoning
- Imaginative Planning
- Problem solving
- Speaking & Writing Skills
- Varied & Lively Interests.

Find out more at:
The Humanities & Fine Arts Advisement Center
Mon-Fri 10-4

Grand Opening

Thursday, Oct. 4, 3:00 PM HU 354
Panel and Open Discussion
Topic: How our courses help prepare you for a professional or business CAREER
REFRESHMENTS

NETTERS STOP ONEONTA; FACE POTSDAM ST. TODAY
by Rudy White. The Albany State women's tennis team got their first victory of the season by defeating Oneonta by a score of 5-2. In singles competition, senior siren player, Debbie Petrig, defeated her Oneonta opponent, in straight sets, as Deborah Roper was victorious over a number of competitors. After losing the final to winning the second round, Debbie Platsha won the final set and captured the point of the match.

Harriers Win Consolation Round

They were defeated the feeling that the team was to be beaten. The two victories over Albany State demonstrated the ability of the team to win.

SAVE ON BEER WITH FOOTBALL TICKETS

Beer

Toppersweet Clams or Filet of Flounder with french fries and cole slaw
Every Wednesday and Friday $3.49

ANTIOCH COLLEGE IS A TIME OF MANY FIRSTS
- wondering where you fit in?
- worried about your relationships?
- have questions about birth control, homosexuality?

CALL OR VISIT THE
SEXUALITY RESOURCE CENTER
- WE CAN LISTEN... WE CAN HELP...

opens October 2
In 105 Schuyler Hall
on Dutch Quad
457-8015

CHEER THE DANNES AT BLEECKER STADIUM ON SATURDAY

packed and only try to lament the fact that is what we have in our hearts and minds and why we cry when we lose. But why is it that we feel that way?

It is very important for us to return to New York and win the game tomorrow night at Bleeker Stadium. We need to play harder and be more aggressive. We need to score more goals and take more shots. The game is in our favor and we need to take advantage of it. We need to go out there and show that we are capable of winning.

THE NORTHEAST

Craziest Pen? It's the Pilot Razor Point pen that writes with a sharp smooth line and costs a mere 75¢. It's hard to resist a pen that scores extra points like this. If it is crazy, it's going to surprise a whole lot of people. In fact, we feel that Pilot Razor Point has what it takes to score extra points.

Mustard, onions, chile. A quart of chile. 783 Ontario St., Albany.

For the Albany batmen to make a decent record to 2-2. The only way is to load the bases. That was all for Clabeaux, he pitched and only four hits allowed.

If it is crazy, it is going to surprise a whole lot of people. In fact, we feel that Pilot Razor Point has what it takes to score extra points. If it is crazy, it is going to surprise a whole lot of people. In fact, we feel that Pilot Razor Point has what it takes to score extra points.
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"Maturing" Netmen Blank Vassar
by Bob Bellaflore

Albany's women's volleyball team swept the J.V. players from Vassar on the road. Women's coach John Lieberman, already impressed with the degree of intensity and consistency shown by the Albany women's team, was pleased with the performance of the players who consistently forced Burke into poor shots with excellent ball contacts on intangents.

Women's Volleyball Team
Falls Short In Comeback

After a match that produced more opportunities for the Albany women's volleyball team, the final game was lost with a score of 15-11. The University of Vermont, normally a tough opponent, was beaten by SUNYAC opponent who faced Albany to win the first two games of the season.

Schieffelin plans to move Alex Giordano, the team's co-captain, has confidence in the team's hard work.

Injuries have scrapped both the Varsity and their number six singles legstrength and stamina. It is hard to build up that all-important factor when NCAA bids come out in November. It will be tough with the women's soccer team. Only time will tell how the Danes perform.

In the 33-man race, Albany co-captain Bob Matthis and senior Ismael Cruz placed 19th and sophomore Mike Sayers finished in a three-way tie for 23rd in the nation against Keith Coughlin.

There was a 7:30 a.m. race, Albany's leaders Mathis and Beesley began to break away. By the end of the race, last year's squad.

In the 5k race, Albany's leaders Mathis and Beesley began to break away. By the end of the race, last year's squad.
Improved Brockport Looks To Shed Losing Image

Danes Hope To Get Offense Untracked At Bleeker Tomorrow

by Paul Schwartz

Throughout the many years that Brockport has fielded a football team, one thing could usually be counted on during every season: The Golden Eagles were going to use a Wing-T offense. This season is not going to be any different. With a starting quarterback in Scott Zahn, the Eagles are hoping to improve on last year's 5-4 record and 1-0-1 conference record. For the Eagles, last year was a season of rebuilding, but this year they are looking to take a step forward.

While the Eagles' offensive line is expected to be strong, the team's defense is getting ready for a new year. Coach Bob Ford has said that his team is ready to face the challenge of the upcoming season. The Danes are looking to improve on their 1-2-1 season last year, but they know they have their work cut out for them.

Split With Oneonta Puts Batmen On Right Track

by Jeff Schafford

The Albany State baseball team began the week on a somewhat dismal note, but by Wednesday evening they were flying high. The team faced a tough doubleheader, but they were able to come out with a win in the second game.

Monday, the squad faced a somewhat impressive team from North Adams State, but they were unable to come out on top. However, on Wednesday, the team faced a super team in the Dutchmen of Oneonta, and they were able to come out with a win in the second game.

In the first game, the Dutchmen put together a strong offensive performance, but Albany State was able to hold them to just three runs. In the second game, the Danes were able to score five runs in the first inning, and they never looked back.

Throughout the many years that Albany State has played baseball, they have been known for their strong pitching. Coach Bob Ford has said that his team is ready to face the challenge of the upcoming season. The Danes are looking to improve on their 1-2-1 season last year, but they know they have their work cut out for them.